TEAMBUILDING PROGRAM
**2 HOUR PROGRAM**

15 - 29 PAX
1 X GET AMPED
4 X TEAM GAMES
1 X AIRENA TOURNAMENT

FROM $49/PAX

30 - 50 PAX
1 X GET AMPED
3 X TEAM GAMES
1 X AIRENA TOURNAMENT

FROM $39/PAX

**3 HOUR PROGRAM**

15 - 29 PAX
1 X GET AMPED
5 X TEAM GAMES
1 X AIRENA TOURNAMENT
1 X FREE PLAY

FROM $69/PAX

30 - 50 PAX
1 X GET AMPED
4 X TEAM GAMES
1 X AIRENA TOURNAMENT
1 X FREE PLAY

FROM $59/PAX

**ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE:**

- GRIP SOCKS (PER PAX)
- MINERAL WATER (PER PAX)
- PRIZE (PER PAX OF WINNING TEAM)
LEARN THE BASICS OF TRAMPOLINING WITH GET AMPED!

GET YOUR HEARTS RACING WITH OUR COACHES AND MASTER BASIC TRICKS WHICH YOU CAN ROCK ON THE TRAMPOLINES!

EXPECT TO LEARN:
1. STRAIGHT JUMPS
2. DIRECTIONAL JUMPS
3. TUCK JUMPS
4. SIT DROP
5. KNEE DROP
#1 RACING RELAY

JUMP AT FULL THROTTLE!

JUMP ACROSS THE TRAMPOLINES AS FAST AS YOU CAN!

COMPLETE THE RELAY RACE WITH YOUR TEAM IN THE SHORTEST TIME POSSIBLE!
TEAM GAMES

#2 NINJA WARRIOR

SWIFT AS A NINJA!

NINJA YOUR WAY THROUGH OBSTACLES AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN!

THE FLOOR IS LAVA SO KEEP YOURSELF OFF THE GROUND!
TEAM GAMES

#3 ARCADE MANIA

BEAT THE HIGHSCORES!

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BEAT THE HIGHSCORES?

CHALLENGE YOURSELF IN SPEED, ACCURACY AND AGILITY WITH OUR GAME MACHINES!
# 4 Sharpshooter

Shoot like a Marksman!

Love playing with Nerf guns? Put your shooting skills to the test!

Attain scores for your team when you shoot bullets into target holes!
#5 GET BLAZED

PUT YOUR TEAM’S CHEMISTRY TO THE TEST!

THE CLASSIC THREE-LEGGED RACE WITH A TWIST!

FORM A THREE-LEGGED PAIR WITH YOUR TEAMMATES AND CHASE THE LIGHTED PODS! REMEMBER, COMMUNICATION AND TEAMWORK IS KEY!
AIRENA TOURNAMENTS

- Football
- Dodgeball
- Captain's Ball
- NERF War